With the successful application of Bitcoin, the underlying blockchain technology has been attracted the attention by more and more scholars, financial institutions and commercial companies. Blockchain technology integrates some key technologies such as finance, cryptography, computer science, and game theory, and builds a distributed record system that is decentralized, mutually trusted, and tamper-proof. This paper demonstrates the basic principles and features of blockchain, then analyzes the key technologies and characteristics of blockchain technology including asymmetric encryption, P2P, consensus mechanisms, smart contracts. In the last part of the paper, the author summarizes the potential application scenarios to blockchain and focuses on applications of the blockchain technology in the power industry.
Introduction
In recent years, with the successful application of Bitcoin, the underlying blockchain technology has been attracted the attention by more and more scholars, financial institutions and commercial companies. The blockchain technology which first appeared in the paper of "A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" written by Satoshi Nakamoto is a go based on cryptology-based trust mechanism 0. Blockchain is a trusted distributed record systems based cryptography 0,0 and contains some features such as decentralization, transparency and openness, non tamperability, anonymity and so on.
1) Decentralization
Blockchain is a distributed data recording and storing technology that does not rely on traditional central node or third-party organizations.
2) Transparency and Openness To the blockchain, data records, updates, and operational rules are all transparent and can be traced and reviewed by any node 0. At the same time, blockchain technology is also open source, through open interfaces, anyone can query data and related development applications. High transparency and openness are the foundations of the blockchain system's trustworthiness 0.
3) Non Tamperability Modifying data of a single node is not effective unless you can control more than 51% of the nodes in the blockchain, otherwise the data is permanently saved after it is verified and added into a block. This non-tampering feature ensures that the record data is highly stable and reliable0.
4) Anonymity
The trust mechanism of blockchain is based on cryptography, so each transactors does not need to disclose its identity, and data exchange under anonymous condition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the blockchain framework and principles are introduced in Section 2. Section3 brings the main technologies of the blockchain. Section 4 explores the research direction of the blockchain technology and its application in the power industry. Finally, Section 4 gives Summary of this paper.
The Architecture of Blockchain
The essence of blockchain technology is a decentralized distributed recording system. Each node in the system is functionally equivalent and participates in the work of disseminating, storing, and updating data. The blockchain system guarantees system security, independence and anonymity through distributed data storage, mature asymmetric encryption, and signature technologies. At the same time, the consensus mechanism which purpose is to ensure that there is no fraud in the transaction between nodes designed for consistency of data and high efficiency of system.
Six-layer architecture model proposed by Yuan Yong0is blockchain common architecture and is also a relatively complete blockchain architecture, as shown in Figure 1 . The architecture consists of six layers: data layer, network layer, consensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and application layer.
Data Layer The data layer mainly encapsulates underlying data blocks and asymmetric encryption algorithm, time stamps, hash functions, Merkle trees, and so on. Each node encapsulates the transaction code and data into a new block and then hangs it into the end of main chain using the hash function and the Merkle tree algorithm.
Network Layer The P2P, information dissemination mechanisms and authentication mechanisms are encapsulated in the network layer. Information dissemination among all nodes and confirmation of information are required the peer-to-peer networks.
Each node can participate in the dissemination, verification, and billing propagation mechanisms and verification mechanisms. If a new block is to be added to the blockchain, it needs to be verified and recorded through most of the entire chain of nodes.
Consensus Layer Consensus algorithm is also an important research direction of distributed computing that is to make distributed nodes efficiently reach consensus. Under normal circumstances, the disadvantage of decentralized distributed systems is poor efficiency for reaching a consensus. The advantage is that there are higher stability and satisfaction. On the contrary, to the centralized system, the disadvantage is easy to be dictatorial and unstable, and the advantage is easy to reach consensus with high efficiency. Although blockchain is a decentralized distributed system, each node can reach consensus with a high efficient consensus mechanism. Thus, the consensus algorithm such as PoW, PoS and DPOS are mainly encapsulated in this layer.
Incentive Layer The incentive layer has been designed for economic incentives or other slyer incentives for what work to be done. It is not existed in each of blockchain system. Generally, there are two mainly process including issuance process and distribution process. The motivation layer mainly solves the problem of how to make nodes work hard to participate in verification and recording. Thus, a reasonable incentive mechanism allows the consensus nodes to work hard to participate in the recording and verification process to ensure the safe, effective and reliable operation of the system. Contract Layer The contract layer is the basis for the flexible programmable and operational data of the blockchain system. It mainly encapsulates the various types of code scripts and algorithms related to the smart contracts of the blockchain. The rudiment of smart contracts uses simple scripts of non-Turing-complete to control the transaction process between nodes, such as the Bitcoin system. Now, Turing's complete scripting language has been purposed and it can realize more flexible and complex smart contracts, such as Ethereum.
Application Layer The application layer is fit for various application scenarios and cases. Digital currency, payment exchange, registration and settlement, data certification, intellectual property protection, traceability, anti-counterfeiting and supply chain, identity authentication and citizen services, Internet of things, insurance, Medical and so on are commonly used.
There are four most critical technologies to Blockchain: asymmetric encryption, peer-to-peer networks, consensus mechanisms, and smart contracts. Among them, the development of asymmetric encryption and peer-to-peer network has made the emergence of blockchain technology be possible [10] . These two technologies can create distributed transaction recording, broadcast information to the entire network with the call-answer mechanisms, and makes nodes continuously to check the accepted data, that is reason to the data cannot be modified. Further, "double payments", the biggest challenge of blockchain technology， is solved by the hashcash algorithm purposed by Adam Bakker, the "re-usable workload verification" based on the Byzantine fault-tolerance mechanism purposed by Hal Finney, and the consensus mechanisms such as PoW, PoS, and DPoS.
Key Technologies of Blockchain

Asymmetric Encryption
In order to meet the requirements of ownership verification and security, blockchain introduces asymmetric encryption, commonly including Elgamal, RSA, D-H, Rabin, ECC, etc. [4] .
The asymmetric encryption algorithm are used in processes of digital signatures, information encryption, and login authentication. The digital signature is used by the sender to encrypt information with its private key, and the receiver uses the sender's public key to decrypt that determining the message was sent by the sender, as shown in figure 2(a) . Information encryption is used to encrypt information for the sender with the receiver's public key, and the receiver uses its own private key for decryption, as shown in figure 2(b) . Login authentication is that the client use its own private key to encrypt the login information, then send it to the server, and after receiving, the server decrypts the client's public key and authenticates the login information, as shown in figure 2(c). 
Peer to Peer Network (P2P)
The network architecture of the blockchain is peer-to-peer (P2P) without central nodes and hierarchical structure. Therefore, the advantages of P2P are resistance to attack and high fault tolerance. The data and services exist on each node, a single node is compromised and has virtually no effect on the entire system.
Consensus Mechanism
The disadvantage of the decentralized system is that there may be malicious nodes, therefore, the blockchain needs a set of consensus mechanisms. Based on the consensus mechanism, nodes can efficiently reach consensus and ensure data consistency.
The PoW consensus mechanism is the earliest, and its essential idea is to introduce node computing power to ensure data consistency. The PoW mechanism has the advantages of integrating the functions of currency distribution, transaction payment, and transaction verification of the blockchain system. It also guarantees the performance of system data consistency and decentralization through computational competition and rewards; the competition will result in a great waste of resources, and the 10 min transaction confirmation time will be longer, making it limited in the commercial application of small transactions.
In addition to the PoW, there has been a PoS consensus based on the proof of interest that the node with the highest equity obtains the accounting rights, which is an innovative alternative solution based on the PoW mechanism, alleviates the problems of resource waste and security defects. The DPoS consensus mechanism based on sharing equity is similar to the shareholder decision of the board of directors in a company. Each node in a distributed system can treat its own share equity as a ballot to a certain representative. The decision-making power, in turn, settles the transactions between the nodes according to the schedule, signing new blocks, greatly reducing the number of nodes for verification and accounting, quickly reaching consensus, and efficiently verifying.
Smart Contract
Smart contracts allow blockchain to be widely used in finance, settlement, internet of things, digital currency, gambling forecasting, and so on 0. In addition to Bitcoin's stack-based, non-Turing-complete smart-contract scripting language, there are currently computer programs such as Ethereum and other Turing-complete scripting languages running on reproducible and shared books, processing information, accepting, Store and send value, making smart contract applications more flexible and dealing with more complex scenarios.
The Research Direction of Blockchain and Its Application in Power Systems
The advantage of decentralized credit, non-falsification and unforgeability, security independence, privacy protection, data consistency, and automatic execution of smart contracts, making the blockchain technology digital currency, payment exchange, and settlement, data protection, intellectual property protection, traceability, anti-counterfeiting and supply chain, identity authentication and citizen services, Internet of things, insurance, medical care, gambling, and forecasting markets and many other scenarios 0. The significant advantages of blockchain technology have also been of interest to researchers in energy power. Here, the application of blockchain technology in power systems will be discussed in this section.
The geographical distribution, number of units, energy load, and user usage of electricity in China are different from those of other countries 0. Energy and power generation are mainly distributed in the northwest, and electricity consumption is mainly distributed in the southeast. At present, the economic development of electricity and energy is still in initial stage. With the gradual liberalization of the electricity sales market, the number, types of services, and types of transactions of the power industry are gradually increasing. In a completely competitive market, traditional centralized supervision. There are huge costs 0, low transaction security levels, and difficult regulatory issues, which gradually fail to meet the needs of the electricity market. The current power transaction settlement process has complex settlement procedures. As shown in Figure 3 , the time cost and labor cost are too high; the electricity unit need to know the power situation in real time; the power trading center, each power company, and the power sales company maintaining its own accounting system and the huge waste of human and financial resources caused by repeated bookkeeping. For the existing pain points, the significant advantages of decentralized blockchain technology are demonstrated. As shown in Figure 4 , a platform based on blockchain technology is established for purchasers, power sellers, power trading centers, and meter terminals. The power producer sets the peak-to-valley power prices on its own, and the purchaser purchases electricity, and the smart meter embedded with the smart contract script code. Automatic settlement after the transaction is completed. Each charging gateway only needs to maintain the power usage data of its own area, and does not need to know the data of other gateways. With the channel technology of the blockchain, each power consumer entity and the power sales company have signed independent power contract, and there is no correlation between them. In view of the pain points in the billing system during the current power settlement process, the use of blockchain distributed ledger technology enables multiple organizations to jointly maintain a single book. Therefore, relying on the low-cost trust of blockchain technology, the highly trusted energy flow, capital flow, and information flow between different entities in the market can be managed. 
Conclusion
With the increasing popularity of Bitcoin, the underlying blockchain technology gradually become a hot research topic. The decentralized, insurmountable, independent autonomy, and transparency of blockchain technology have made it very promising in digital cryptocurrency, financial auditing, internet of things, and power systems. However, the research of blockchain technology is still in the preliminary stage. In the process of application, there are problems such as too large storage space of the full account book, private key protection of the user, game issues, and so on. This paper sorted out the architecture, principles, and key technologies of blockchain technology, and initially discussed the application of blockchain technology in power systems in order to provide some inspiration for future research.
